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ABSTRACT
We present and demonstrate a Brillouin Optical Time Domain Analysis (BOTDA) based long range sensor network with
remote switching. Two different 5 km long sections were monitored alternatively by using a fast remotely controlled and
optically powered up optical switch. The sensed fibers were located 10 km away from the interrogation unit. The
BOTDA unit uses a simplified configuration to reduce the sensor network costs. Proof-of-concept experiments were
carried out verifying the capacity of the proposed system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical fiber sensors are nowadays one of the most promising technologies for structure health monitoring. Fiber Bragg
Grating (FBG) based sensors and Reflectometry based sensors, namely OTDR systems, have been the most commonly
implemented techniques up to now [1]. Nevertheless, BOTDA systems are especially interesting since they are able to
measure temperature and/or strain in a distributed manner all along the structure. The spatial resolution is typically
limited to 1m due to the phonon lifetime [2], but a number of novel techniques have been presented recently in order to
attain sub-meter spatial resolutions [3,4,5]. Long range BOTDA systems have also been presented, attaining
measurement of tens of kilometres with 1m resolution, or even longer distances when it is combined with Raman
amplification along the channel [6]. However, the cost and the complexity of the setup is the main issue slowing down
wide world deployment of this technology.
Multiplexing sensors is the most reasonable technique in order to reduce the cost of operation and increase the
performance of the network. Sometimes different kind of sensors can also be combined and multiplexed, enhancing the
sensing capabilities of the system [7]. The use of optical switches is crucial for reducing the cost of structure health
monitoring, since they allow sensing many structures by means of a single interrogation unit. They can also be used to
enhance the robustness of the network against fiber breaks. Furthermore, optical powering is a key issue for a new
generation of intelligent sensor networks [8] with a broad range of monitoring applications.
In this paper, we present a sensor network appropriate to monitor multiple structures with one single simplified BOTDA
system. It uses a power by light optical switch for selecting the structure to be sensed. This switch is controlled remotely
and optically, so no power supplies are needed away from the interrogation station. The BOTDA configuration used to
interrogate the sensor network is simplified with respect to typical BOTDA setups. It uses a highly nonlinear fiber to
generate a first Brillouin scattering Stokes wave that will be used to generate the pump pulses [9]. Wideband electrooptic modulators (EOM) and microwave synthesized generators are then not needed, decreasing the cost of the setup.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SENSOR NETWORK
The proposed sensor network is depicted in figure 1. It consists of a BOTDA system used to interrogate a 25 km long
fiber channel, where the central 5 km are connected trough two optical switches, where the structures to be sensed are
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intended to be.
b A Raman pump
p
at 14455 nm is necesssary to remoteely feed a phootoelectric cell that suppliess the power too
the switch. Another
A
opticall signal is intrroduced in the fiber line to remotely
r
contrrol the switchh position.

Figurre 1.Structure of
o the BOTDA sensor networkk. WDM: wavellength division multiplexer; PC: photoelectric cell;
Rx: photoreceiver.
p

We used a phhotoelectric cell
c to drive a commercial,, low consum
mption fiber opptic switch w
with MEMS teechnology 1x22
developed byy DiCon Fiberroptics Inc. The
T power connverter workss at 1445 nm, converting 1125mW of optical power too
~60mW of ellectrical poweer. In order to select the chaannel, two diffferent voltagees are necessaary on the elecctrical ports of
the switch. As
A the photoelectric cell proovides a maxim
mum of 4.8V
V, DC-DC volttage converterrs are necessaary to drive dee
optical switchh as shown inn figure 2(a). An
A optical conntrol system has
h been deveeloped so that channel 1 is selected whenn
an optical inttensity above 0.001mW
0
(beetween 1310 nm
n and 1550n
nm) illuminatees the PIN dettector. Otherw
wise, channel 2
is active. Forr measuring the
t switch response, the liight coupled at the input port
p
was deteected and mo
onitored by ann
oscilloscope. Figure 2(b) shhows the risinng flank of thee switch respo
onse. A switchhing time less than 2ms is ob
bserved.

Figure 2. (a) Electronnics setup for thhe remote contrrol of the fiber optic switch. (b)
( Zoom of thhe switch rising
g flank
response for both channnels.

The BOTDA system is desscribed in figuure 3. It operattes in the so called loss regiime. The laserr output (10dB
Bm) is dividedd
in two branchhes. The loweer one carries the continuouus probe wave through an optical isolatoor and a variaable attenuatorr
used to adjusst the power entering
e
the fiiber under test (FUT). The upper one am
mplifies the laaser output to induce a new
w
downshifted signal inside a 5 km long highly nonlinnear fiber (HN
NF) by meanss of Brillouinn scattering. Notice
N
that thee
EDFA beforee the circulatoor would not be needed if a high powerr CW DFB laaser were depployed, furtherr reducing thee
setup costs. The
T first downnshifted photoons are generaated through the
t spontaneoous Brilloiun sscattering process and thenn,
they are ampplified by stim
mulated Brilloouin scatteringg all along itss way back too the circulatoor. The Brillo
ouin frequencyy
shift (νB) for this fiber is 9.992
9
GHz, while
w
the standdard fibers useed to monitor the structuress (the FUT) have
h
νB aroundd
10.8 GHz. Thhis frequency shifted signall comes out from
fr
the circulator and is modulated
m
in thhe MHz rangee by an EOM
M.
Pulsing of thee signal is done in the RF domain by means
m
of an RF
F switch and a pulse generator [10]. Thee amplitude of
the pulses is adjusted
a
and its
i polarizationn scrambled inn order to avo
oid modulationn instability aand polarizatio
on dependencee
respectively in
i our measuurements. Thee BOTDA siggnal comes ou
ut from port 3 of the secoond circulator shown in thee
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scheme, and it
i is filtered out and boosted up prior to be
b captured by a low noise photodetectoor. Then, it is analyzed
a
in ann
oscilloscope. The oscillosccope and the RF
R generator are
a computer controlled in order
o
to sweepp the modulattion frequencyy
around the Brillouin
B
gain curve of thee FUT. This configuration
c
allows usingg a low-speedd EOM with relatively low
w
extinction rattio (ER) as weell as a low frrequency RF generator
g
(in the
t MHz rangge), avoiding tthe use of cosstly wide-bandd
specialty highh-ER EOM annd microwavee synthesized generators.
g

.
Figure 3.Scheme of the BOTDA setup used foor our measureements. TSL: tunable semiconductor laserr; PC:
polarizzation controlleer; PD: photodetector; HNF: highly nonlineear fiber; PS: polarization
p
sccrambler; FUT: fiber
under test
t

3. EXPERIME
E
ENTAL DEM
MONSTRAT
TION
oncept experim
ments were caarried out in our
o laboratoryy.
In order to chheck the capaacity of the sennsor network,, proof –of-co
400 mW of Raman
R
pump were launcheed into the fiber (200 mW on
o each brancch) to feed upp the photoelectric cells thaat
act as a poweer supply for thhe optical swiitches. This Raman
R
signal also
a contributees to compenssate the opticaal losses of thee
sensing line due
d to the indduced distributted Raman gaain along the channel,
c
although the gain w
with this pum
mp power stayss
low. Anotherr optical signaal was neededd to remotely control the sw
witch positionn. We used thhe output of a tunable laserr
source, tunedd at 1546 nm, but any stablle light sourcee is appropriaate as long as the receiver ggets at least -2
28dBm at anyy
wavelength between
b
1310 and 1550 nm
m. The powerr of the contin
nuous probe wave
w
was -8 ddBm, and thee power of thee
pump pulses was 24.4 dBm
m at the entrannce of the nettwork. The pu
ulses were 20nns long, so thee measuremen
nts have 2m ass
spatial resoluution. 1m ressolution meassurements werre also carrieed out but thhe results werre much noissier, so a finee
adjustment of the whole system would have to be done to reducee optical lossees to the miniimum and adaapt the opticaal
powers of the pump and probe
p
waves as well as thee Raman sign
nal to the optiimal configurration for com
mpensating thee
network lossees.
In the sectionn to be monitoored, between the switches,, we placed 2 fiber spools of
o 5 km SMF.. At the end of one of them
m,
we added 1800 m of the sam
me fiber. Thee temperature of this added section was kept
k
constant at 60ºC. Figu
ure 4(a) showss
the value of νB for each sensed
s
branchh. We can cleearly distinguiish the two 10 km sections before and after the 5km
m
spools. Note that de seconnd section of 10km is in faact the ensemb
ble of two spoools of 6 andd 4 km respectively, splicedd
y in this regionn. We observee in red the reesults obtainedd
together, withh the correspoondent opticall losses and innhomogeneity
for the spool to which we added 180 m of heated SM
MF. We clearrly see that νB for this regioon has moved
d up to 10.8522
GHz, 39 MH
Hz higher than νB for the preevious 5 km, kept at room temperature. This agrees w
with the well known
k
νB shifft
ratio in SMF
F of 1.15MHzz/ºC [11]. The difference observed
o
betw
ween the two measuremennts in the 5 km
k section (νB
varies from 10.808
1
to 10.813 MHz) is due to slightt differences in
i the two spools, i.e. diffferent winding
g tension. Thee
temperature resolution
r
meeasured in thee 5 km was esstimated to bee near 2.8ºC. In figure 4(bb) we observee the Brillouinn
spectra alongg the 5 km+180 m section. It can be seeen that the Brillouin
B
gain curve shifts to lower freq
quencies whenn
entering the 5km
5
section frrom the 10 km
m SMF channeel, and moves up in frequenncy for the heaated 180 m lon
ng section.
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Figure 4.(a)B
Brillouin frequeency shift alongg the sensing chhannel.(b)Brillo
ouin spectra aloong the sensing channel focuseed on the 5
km section with
w 180 m heateed to 60ºC.

4. CONCLUSI
C
IONS
A new opticaal sensor netw
work based onn BOTDA tecchnology has been presentted and experrimentally vallidated. A fasst
remotely andd optically conntrolled powerr by light optical switch hass been used too select the strructure to be sensed,
s
10 km
m
away from thhe interrogatioon unit. We peerformed tempperature distrib
buted measureements along 2 different secctions of 5 km
m
at 2m resoluttion. The BOTDA unit em
mployed to intterrogate the structures usees a simplifiedd configuratio
on that allowss
avoiding wide-band high-E
ER specialty EOMs
E
and higgh frequency microwave
m
synnthesized gennerators.
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